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Nearly all law schools in the United States offer some coverage of arbitration law. Many law schools teach arbitration as part of an Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) course. In addition or instead, most law schools have stand-alone arbitration courses. These courses may cover arbitration generally or focus on particular types of arbitration, such as labor arbitration or international arbitration. Some of these arbitration courses are taught as seminars; others are taught in the traditional law-school format. Arbitration may also appear, albeit briefly, in first-year courses, such as Civil Procedure and Contracts. I have taught arbitration law in all of these contexts and at six different law schools, so I write this article to share some
thoughts about teaching arbitration law to law students.  

I. WHY TEACH ARBITRATION LAW TO LAW STUDENTS?

Teaching students arbitration law should be distinguished from teaching students how to be arbitrators. Being a good arbitrator requires much more than a solid grounding in arbitration law. Being a good arbitrator, like being a good judge, requires elusive qualities like wisdom. These are qualities that, to the extent they can be taught in law school at all, can be taught in any course as well as they can be taught in an arbitration course. Furthermore, being a good arbitrator in some contexts requires experiences that simply will not be taught in law school. Being a good arbitrator of commercial disputes within a particular industry, for example, is generally thought to require familiarity with the norms and practices of that industry.

--
So I do not believe that law schools are teaching arbitration law for the purpose of training law students to be arbitrators.

I believe that law schools are teaching arbitration law for the purpose of training law students to be lawyers. An increasing number of lawyers use arbitration law, both as litigators and as transactional lawyers. Over the last generation, arbitration has expanded beyond its traditional domains of disputes among businesses and labor disputes in a unionized workplace. As arbitration has expanded to cover other sorts of disputes, such as employment discrimination disputes and consumer disputes, lawyers in more and more practice areas have encountered arbitration law. So one of the reasons law schools teach arbitration law is that a wide variety of lawyers will have to know some arbitration law.

I do not believe, however, that the primary purpose of law school is to teach students the law. I believe the primary purpose of law school is to teach students how to use the law. In other words, legal education should concentrate on helping students to develop the skills they will use as lawyers. Here, I cite and identify with the American Bar Association’s “MacCrate Report,” which identified ten “fundamental lawyering skills” lawyers should be able to engage in: (1) problem solving; (2) legal analysis and reasoning; (3) legal research; (4) factual investigation; (5) communication (oral and written); (6) counseling; (7) negotiation; (8) litigation and alternative dispute resolution procedures; (9) the organization and management of legal work; and (10) recognizing and resolving ethical dilemmas.

Mentschikoff, Commercial Arbitration, 61 COLUM. L. REV. 846, 852-53 (1961) (“one of the factors enhancing predictability of commercial arbitration is the extent to which the arbitrator is aware of the trade meaning of the contract terms and the significance of the various aspects of performance under it”). See also International Produce, Inc. v. A/S Rosshavet, 638 F.2d 548, 551-52 (2d Cir. 1981) (citation omitted) (“The most sought-after arbitrators are those who are prominent and experienced members of the specific business community in which the dispute to be arbitrated arose”).

In addition to the (unwritten) presuppositions and understandings of the trade, some industries have elaborate written trade rules. An arbitrator’s familiarity with these written rules can be an especially important factor in making a good arbitrator because in several of these industries arbitrators are expected to rely on these written rules in deciding cases. See, e.g., Lisa Bernstein, Private Commercial Law in the Cotton Industry: Creating Cooperation Through Rules, Norms, and Institutions, 99 MICH. L. REV. 1724, 1727-37 (2001) (explaining application of industry-specific terms and rules in cotton industry arbitration); Lisa Bernstein, The Questionable Empirical Basis of Article 2’s Incorporation Strategy: A Preliminary Study, 66 U. CHI. L. REV. 710, 720-28 (1999); Lisa Bernstein, Merchant Law in a Merchant Court: Rethinking the Code’s Search for Immanent Business Norms, 144 U. PA. L. REV. 1765, 1774-81 (1996).


While some law teachers focus on only some of these skills, usually emphasizing legal analysis and reasoning, other teachers try to cover all of them. The first approach can be justified on the ground that legal analysis and reasoning are more important than the other skills or that analytical and reasoning skills can be readily developed in school while many of the other skills can really only be developed in practice. Of course, the second approach can be justified on the ground that all of these skills are important so some work on each of them better prepares a student for practice than a one-dimensional focus on legal analysis and reasoning.

Whichever approach a law teacher takes, arbitration law is a very good vehicle for achieving the goals of that approach. If the focus is on legal analysis and reasoning then arbitration law is an excellent area of doctrine with which to develop these skills. The first strength arbitration law has in this regard is that it is difficult. Students must do a lot of careful work to understand just the landmark Supreme Court decisions and their dissents. For Socratic dialog, this is the best body of case law I have seen in an elective law school course. As rich a body of case law as this is, it is mostly based on a statute, the Federal Arbitration Act. So arbitration law is a terrific vehicle for developing students’ skills of analyzing statutes and making arguments based on them. In addition to the combination of statutory and judge-made law, arbitration law features the combination of state and federal law, the combination of domestic and international law, and the combination of government law and privately made law, which is the law arbitrators make when they decide cases. Each of these combinations creates a tension that generates the sorts of

---

10 So the first approach is narrow in that it focuses only on legal analysis and reasoning, but deep in that it presumably develops that one skill better than does the second approach which devotes less attention to it.


14 See, e.g., DRAHOZAL, supra note 13 at ch. 5; MACNEIL ET AL., supra note 13 at ch. 44.

15 See, e.g., MACNEIL ET AL., supra note 13 at ch. 3, § 3.2.1; Stephen J. Ware, Default Rules from Mandatory Rules: Privatizing Law Through Arbitration, 83 MINN. L. REV. 703 (1999).
issues likely to prompt rigorous analysis and careful reasoning by students. So, to reiterate, arbitration law is an excellent area of doctrine with which to develop the skills of legal analysis and reasoning.

Arbitration is also an area of law very well suited to developing many other lawyering skills. Problem solving is a skill of particular interest to many ADR specialists,16 so it is no surprise that many ADR and Arbitration casebooks contain good problems relating to arbitration.17 Students can do these problems on their own, as part of their reading assignments, or students can do them as group exercises. In addition, the teacher can easily create additional hypothetical fact patterns for student role-playing exercises. I drafted and regularly use an exercise focused on factual investigation and client counseling with respect to whether the client, an employer, would benefit from arbitration agreements with its employees. Another exercise I created focuses on arguments in court about the enforceability of an arbitration clause in a credit card bill stuffer. I also wrote an exercise that focuses on the drafting of an arbitration clause in a form contract. Other exercises can have students negotiate the terms of an arbitration agreement in a collective bargaining agreement or an international sale of goods. The possibilities are numerous because arbitration law implicates so many of the roles practicing lawyers play. Arbitration law implicates lawyers’ roles as fact-gatherers, researchers, counselors, contract-drafters, negotiators, litigators and advocates in arbitration. Ethical dilemmas arise in all these contexts and can be usefully illuminated in the context of a role-playing exercise.18 And, of course all of these exercises, as well as Socratic dialog, help develop students’ oral communication skills and many of the exercises develop written communication skills, too. Thus, I conclude that arbitration law is very well suited to developing a wide variety of lawyering skills.


18 See, e.g., DRAHOZAL, supra note 13 (problems 6.2, 6.3, 6.6, 6.13 and 8.2); RAU ET AL., NOTES FOR TEACHERS, supra note 17 at App. V, pp. 109-22.
II. TEACHING ARBITRATION LAW IN VARIOUS LAW-SCHOOL COURSES

As noted above, law schools teach arbitration law in several different contexts: as part of an ADR course, as a stand-alone Arbitration course, and as a short topic in first-year courses, such as Civil Procedure and Contracts. The following pages contain thoughts about teaching arbitration law in each of these contexts.

A. Teaching Arbitration Law as Part of an ADR Course

The primary teaching tool in law school continues to be the casebook and there are several fine ADR casebooks available.19 I have used Rau, Sherman & Peppet’s Processes of Dispute Resolution: The Role of Lawyers,20 and Brunet & Craver’s Alternative Dispute Resolution: The Advocate’s Perspective,21 in my ADR courses. Both of these books have been well-received by my students. I like each book’s coverage and treatment of all three major areas of ADR: negotiation, mediation and arbitration. While other fine ADR books devote fewer pages to arbitration than to negotiation or mediation, these two books devote more pages to arbitration than to either negotiation or mediation.

19 In addition to the casebooks mentioned in the text, see Goldberg et al., supra note 17, and Riskin & Westbrook, supra note 17.
20 Rau et al., supra note 7.
21 Brunet & Craver, supra note 7.
In planning an ADR course, the big decision a teacher must make with respect to arbitration is whether to teach it early in the course, *i.e.*, before negotiation and mediation, or late in the course, *i.e.*, after negotiation and mediation. In the preface to their casebook, Professors Brunet and Craver address this topic as follows.

The organization of the ADR course typically follows this book with negotiation first, followed by mediation and then covering the rest of the alternatives. In contrast, one of us has experimented with starting the ADR course with arbitration. Teachers should give this option some thought. Students find that the unit on arbitration resembles litigation, and, for that reason, is easily digestible at the start of the course. The arbitration sequence of this book involves numerous fascinating cases and the deceptive but critical Federal Arbitration Act. The “familiar” and traditionally demanding feel of the arbitration portion of the course makes it easy to start with at the beginning of a semester. Yet, if arbitration is covered in the second half of a semester, it can be a “reality jolt” for law students who have enjoyed the

---

### Pages in Chapter on

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Riskin &amp; Westbrook, <em>Dispute Resolution and Lawyers</em> (2d ed. 1997)</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is also a strong casebook that devotes substantially more pages to arbitration than to negotiation and mediation combined. That book, which I have not used, is Stone’s *Private Justice: The Law of Alternative Dispute Resolution.*

In planning an ADR course, the big decision a teacher must make with respect to arbitration is whether to teach it early in the course, *i.e.*, before negotiation and mediation, or late in the course, *i.e.*, after negotiation and mediation. In the preface to their casebook, Professors Brunet and Craver address this topic as follows.

The organization of the ADR course typically follows this book with negotiation first, followed by mediation and then covering the rest of the alternatives. In contrast, one of us has experimented with starting the ADR course with arbitration. Teachers should give this option some thought. Students find that the unit on arbitration resembles litigation, and, for that reason, is easily digestible at the start of the course. The arbitration sequence of this book involves numerous fascinating cases and the deceptive but critical Federal Arbitration Act. The “familiar” and traditionally demanding feel of the arbitration portion of the course makes it easy to start with at the beginning of a semester. Yet, if arbitration is covered in the second half of a semester, it can be a “reality jolt” for law students who have enjoyed the

---

skills training aspects of negotiation and mediation, usually taught at the start of the ADR course. Teachers who follow the usual path of doing arbitration near the end of a course will need to give thought to helping the students make the transition “back to law school.” Tough cases and hard questions are the order of the day for a well-covered arbitration phase of an ADR course. In our experience, law students enjoy greatly participating in the simulations in the negotiation and mediation phases of this course. Because the negotiation and mediation phases of this course involve only minimal doctrine, some students go into a form of withdrawal when they then turn to arbitration, an area in which problems and simulations have little value. Following arbitration, the teacher can adopt the more traditional order of covering negotiation, mediation and other alternatives. Of course, the price of this option is to lose the value of beginning with the least intrusive, most private process – negotiation – and to turn to other varieties of disputing, each of which involves increasingly formal procedures.23

Two years ago, I switched the order of my ADR course’s coverage from negotiation-mediation-arbitration to arbitration-negotiation-mediation. I am finding that the latter order works better in my course and I used that order in organizing my own book, the Hornbook on ADR.24 I am finding that starting with arbitration works better for some of the reasons identified by Brunet and Craver. The negotiation and mediation portions of the course do involve less doctrine than the arbitration portion of the course. So the negotiation and mediation portions of the course have more role-playing exercises and more open-ended discussions ungrounded in any solid legal doctrine. When these experiences dominated the early portions of my ADR course, many of my students resisted a late-in-the-semester transition to the “traditionally demanding feel” of the arbitration portion, with its “[t]ough cases and hard questions.”25 By contrast, I have found little mid-semester resistance to a transition from arbitration to negotiation and mediation. I think it is analogous to how my eight-year-old son easily makes the transition at dinner from eating vegetables to eating dessert. By contrast, if I were to let him eat dessert first, I suspect I would meet more resistance in getting him to eat his vegetables.26

23 Brunet & Craver, supra note 7 at vi-vii.
24 Stephen J. Ware, Alternative Dispute Resolution (2001).
25 Brunet & Craver, supra note 7 at vi-vii.
26 There is also a conceptual reason for starting with arbitration before turning to negotiation and mediation. See Stephen J. Ware, Alternative Dispute Resolution § 1.7 (2001). Arbitration is the only ADR process that can produce legally binding results without a post-dispute contract. From the post-dispute perspective then, either arbitration or litigation is the default process, the one process capable of producing a legally binding resolution without further agreement between the parties. All other ADR processes (including negotiation and mediation) are incapable of achieving this status, i.e., of being the post-dispute default process. Id. However, negotiation and mediation are often heavily influenced by the default process. That is because negotiators’ expectations about the results of litigation or arbitration shape the negotiators’ attitudes toward various settlement terms. In other words, the default process casts the “shadow of the law.” Whether that shadow is being cast by litigation or arbitration often makes an enormous difference. Consider, for example, the negotiation of a consumer fraud claim against a large out-of-state corporation. Negotiation
B. Teaching Arbitration Law as a Stand-Alone Course

While most law schools have stand-alone arbitration courses, there is a lot of diversity in these courses. Some are taught as seminars, while others are taught in the traditional law-school format. Some cover arbitration generally, while others focus on particular types of arbitration, such as labor arbitration or international arbitration. This diversity makes it difficult to generalize in discussions about teaching these courses. What works in a twelve-student seminar may not work in a fifty-student course, and what works in a labor arbitration course may not work in an international arbitration course.

I teach a course covering arbitration generally. One of my main goals is to show students the wide variety of contexts in which arbitration is used and the very different “feel” arbitration has in each of these contexts. To accomplish this goal, the book I have used is Rau, Sherman & Peppet’s *Arbitration*, a soft-cover version of the arbitration chapter in *Processes of Dispute Resolution*. This book is catholic in its coverage of arbitration. It provides examples of: commercial arbitration, both domestic and international; labor arbitration, both public and private-sector; medical malpractice arbitration, both contractual and mandatory; consumer arbitration, both binding and non-binding; employment arbitration; securities arbitration; construction arbitration; attorney-malpractice arbitration; even rabbinical arbitration.

The downside of Rau, Sherman & Peppet’s *Arbitration*, at least for a three-credit course, is that it is short. I supplement it with a thick binder of photocopied cases, state arbitration statutes and other materials. Usually included among the other materials are the rules of an arbitration organization, such as the American Arbitration Association (“AAA”) or the National Arbitration Forum. Comparing these rules with the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure usually gets a day on my syllabus. I find that students are often especially interested in assessing the arbitration organization’s special rules, if any, for consumer or employment disputes.

As noted above, one of my main goals is to show students the wide variety of contexts in which arbitration is used and the very different “feel” arbitration has in each of these contexts. In pursuing this goal, it would help if there were videotapes of arbitration hearings in several different contexts. While the AAA has produced several such videos in the past, those I have seen are generally quite dated and difficult to obtain. My recent attempts (by phone, email and visiting web sites) to buy videos from the AAA met with no success. I believe there is an opportunity for

---

(or mediation) of this claim will be very different depending on whether the shadow is being cast by an arbitration panel of conservative businessmen or a populist judge and jury in a county with a record of producing high-dollar awards.

27 See *supra* notes 3-5 and accompanying text.


someone to make some money by selling arbitration videos for use in law school classes.

C. Teaching Arbitration Law as Part of a First-Year Course

Arbitration may appear, albeit briefly, in first-year courses, such as Civil Procedure or Contracts. While I have not taught Civil Procedure, I have examined several Civil Procedure casebooks with an eye toward their coverage of arbitration law. Each of these Civil Procedure casebooks has some coverage of arbitration law, but none devotes more than about 17 pages to it.

I have taught Contracts several times and try to devote a day or so to arbitration law. The Contracts casebook with the most extensive coverage of arbitration law is Macneil & Gudel’s *Contracts: Exchange Transactions and Relations*. This book, which I have not used, contains an entire 117-page section on commercial arbitration, plus coverage of labor arbitration and arbitration clauses in the “battle of the forms.” One of the authors of this book is Ian R. Macneil, an author of the excellent five-volume treatise, *Federal Arbitration Law*. There are also several other Contracts casebooks with some coverage of arbitration law, including the book I have used and liked, Farnsworth, Young and Sanger’s *Contracts*. More on the treatment of arbitration in Contracts casebooks can be found in a recent article by Stephen Huber, *Arbitration and Contracts: What are the Law Schools Teaching?*.

---


31 In many of these books, discussion of arbitration is integrated into discussion of ADR so it can be hard to classify pages on whether they are “devoted” to arbitration, or merely to ADR more generally.


33 *Macneil et al., supra* note 17.


III. CONCLUSION

I hope that this short article accomplished a few goals. First, I hope that it provided a useful suggestion or two for those who teach arbitration. Second, I hope that it persuaded some ADR teachers who only touch on arbitration to give serious thought to additional coverage. Third, I hope that it persuaded some teachers to include a bit of arbitration in their first-year courses. Fourth and finally, I hope that it will encourage the continued growth of fine teaching materials (casebooks, videos, etc.), on arbitration.